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To help the session go well:
* Please mute your microphones unless you want to speak.
* If you have a question or comment

* Please turn on your microphone and interrupt at an appropriate moment
* When I invite questions, please use your microphone, but not everyone at the 

same time, please!
* You can also try sending a chat, but I do not always see them!

* A pdf version of this presentation will be available afterwards.
* The session may be recorded and posted….

* As always, the Club are offering prizes for any observers spotting mistakes!

Introduction
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* Quick review of the Part 2 Structure
* Port tack boats crossing starboard
* Lee-bow tack
* Mark rounding – general
* Windward Mark
* Leeward Mark

* Tacking soon after rounding leeward mark

* Tacking along the shore
* Continuous obstructions (the shore/line of moorings downwind)

* I will not start a new topic after 2030 – is that OK?

Topics for Today
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RRS 2021-24 Focus on Part 2 – When Boats Meet
Structure

Proper CourseGive RoomKeep Clear Avoid/Interfere
(if possible)

10 - Port/Starboard
11 - Windward/Leeward
12 - Astern/Ahead
13 - Tacking

19.2(c) - Overlap at 
continuing obstruction
21.1 - Returning to start,
21.2 - Penalties, 
21.3 - Backwards

15 – Acquiring right of way
16 – Right of way changing 
course
18 – Passing marks
19 - Passing obstructions
20 – ‘Room to Tack’

17 – Not above a proper 
course

18.4 – Inside boat gybing 
at a mark

14 – contact
22 – capsized boat 
(hindering)
23.1– boat racing when 
you are not (in course 
area)
23.2 – boats taking 
penalties or another legOther Rule

18.3 - Tacking in the Zone
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Crossing Starboard Tack Boats

Port tack boats crossing starboard

Starboard is an obstruction to Blue and Green.

RRS 19 applies.

Blue is the right of way boat, so she may choose 
which side of Yellow to pass, but if she luffs and 
passes head to wind, she will no longer be right 
of way.

When Blue passes astern of Yellow and Green is 
overlapped, Blue must give Green room to also 
pass astern.

The same will apply to any other boats 
overlapped to leeward of Blue, they must give 
room to Blue and Green



Crossing Starboard Tack Boats

Port tack boats crossing starboard

Starboard is an obstruction to Blue 
and Green.

RRS 19 applies and Blue may still 
choose to bear away and give room to 
Green to pass astern of Yellow.

However, because Blue would have to 
make a substantial course change to 
avoid Yellow, RRS 20 also applies.

Blue may hail ‘Room to Tack’, and 
Green must respond.

When Green tacks, Blue must also 
tack as soon as possible, she cannot 
‘peel’ Green off.
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Lee Bow Tack

In position 1 and 2, which boat is required 
to keep clear?

Blue, first under rule 10 – port/starboard, 
then RRS 13 – While tacking.

When does Blue become right-of-way?

When she achieves a close-hauled course 
on starboard tack.

If Yellow alters course before Blue 
becomes right of way, Blue breaks RRS 13.

If Yellow alters course after Blue becomes 
right-of-way and is then able to keep 
clear, no rule is broken.



Windward v Leeward Marks

Is Yellow entitled to mark-room?

No. Rule 18 - Mark-Room – does not apply to 
boats on opposite tacks on a beat to 
windward.

This situation is governed by rule 10, port-
starboard.

Is Green entitled to mark-room?

Yes. Rule 18 applies because at least one of 
them is in the zone around the mark and 
none of the four reasons for rule 18 not to 
apply are satisfied.
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Interaction of Rules at Marks

• Which boat must keep clear?

• Blue, she is the windward boat. RRS 11.

• Which boat must give mark-room?

• Yellow, she was overlapped outside boat when 
the first boat entered the zone. RRS 18.2(b).

• Does Blue keep clear?

• No, Yellow has to bear away to avoid contact. So 
Blue breaks RRS 11.

• Is Blue sailing within the mark-room to which she 
is entitled?

• Yes. 

• Is Blue exonerated for breaking RRS11?

• Yes. RRS 43.1(b).

• Does Yellow give mark-room?

• Yes. No rule broken by Yellow.
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Windward Mark – Port- Starboard

Blue and Yellow approaching the 
windward mark.

Which boat is required to keep 
clear?

Blue on port tack, RRS 10

Is Blue entitled to mark-room?

No, the boats are on opposite tacks 
on a beat to windward.
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Windward Mark – Port- Starboard
This time Blue tacks.

Does Blue break a rule?

Yes, Blue did not keep clear while tacking and 
broke rule 13.

She also:

Passed head to wind from port to starboard 
inside the zone of a mark to be left to port.

From that moment they are no longer on 
opposite tacks, so rule 18 now applies

Yellow was on starboard from the time she 
entered the zone

Blue caused Yellow to sail above close 
hauled.

Blue broke rule 18.3
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Windward Mark – Port- Starboard – Rule 18.3
Again, Blue tacks, but completes her tack well ahead of 
Yellow.

Does Blue break a rule?

Blue did keep clear while tacking.

However, Blue:

Passed head to wind from port to starboard inside 
the zone of a mark to be left to port.

From that moment they are no longer on opposite 
tacks, so rule 18 now applies

Yellow was on starboard from the time she 
entered the zone

Blue caused Yellow to sail above close hauled.

Blue broke rule 18.3
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Windward Mark – Port- Starboard – Rule 18.3

This time Blue tacks., without breaking rule 13.

She also:

Passed head to wind from port to starboard 
inside the zone of a mark to be left to port.

From that moment they are no longer on 
opposite tacks, so rule 18 now applies

Yellow was on starboard from the time she 
entered the zone

Blue must give mark-room to Yellow from the 
moment Yellow establishes her overlap to 
leeward.

Blue needs to tack well beyond the mark to avoid 
breaking rule 18.3.
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Windward Mark – Port- Starboard – Why rule 18.3?

This was the case that caused rule 18.3 to be 
put into the RRS.

In 50 footers racing in 28 knots.

Blue tacked clear and did not break a rule.

Yellow luffed and Green responded but fell 
onto port.

There were a number of other boats on 
starboard tack and red was unable to avoid 
Green, slicing the bow off Green and taking 
the forestay and whole rig with it!

Yellow did break rule 16, but Blue, who really 
caused the whole incident, did not break a 
rule.
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Windward Mark – 2 boats on Port Tack

Which boat is required to keep-clear?

Blue, rule 11.

Is Green required to give Blue mark-room?

Yes, they are on the same tack, so rule 18 
applies.

Does Blue break rule 11?

Yes, she does not keep clear.

Is Blue exonerated for her breach?

Yes, she is sailing in the room to which she 
is entitled. Rule 431(b)
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Windward Mark – 2 boats on Port Tack – Port Continues

This is the same as the previous situation, 
but now Blue keeps sailing on port tack.

Does Blue break a rule for which she is not 
exonerated?

No. After Blue has sailed beyond the mark-
room to which she is entitled, she keeps 
clear – Green does not need to alter course 
to avoid contact.

There is no rule that forces Blue to tack 
around the mark, as long as she keeps clear 
of  the leeward boat.


